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Organiser(s) Judge Lise Gagnon
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Type of Workshop Training

Topics Age limits and status offenses.
Ensuring that the voice of the child is heard in child justice systems.
Fulfilling children's rights in contexts of legal pluralism.

Region North America
Language English

Abstract

This workshop aims to present Quebec’s specific approach regarding the Youth
Criminal Justice Act and the work of the community organizations that implement
diversion measures based on a restorative justice approach, such as mediation,
community reparation and self-awareness activities. Restorative justice permits
victims and offenders to take charge of the reparation, bringing offenders to pace
with the consequences of their actions and victims the opportunity to be heard and
share their expectations. The outcomes include higher rates of satisfaction from all
parties, fairer agreements of reparation and lower risks of recidivism.

Three take-aways and one output of the session

● Undo the myths about restorative justice

● Show when restorative justice can be implemented and how it is done.

● Learn about the results on recidivism with this approach.
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➢ Output: Give the participants the tools to better evaluate how, in each of their

sociojudicial reality, they can implement it.

Moderator: David Stucki, Judge (USA) and Vice president of AIMJF

Speakers

1. Lise Gagnon, Judge at the Quebec Court, Youth Chamber

Justice Lise Gagnon was appointed as a judge of the Quebec Court (Youth Division) in

2009. Prior to her nomination, she practiced law as a public defender in the Quebec

legal aid system specializing in childrens' rights, youth protection and juvenile justice

for 20 years. Justice Gagnon has also lectured in Childrens' Rights at the University of

Sherbrooke and her international experience includes two years as a legal advisor to

the judiciairy in Ghana with respect to access to justice for women and children and

as a consultant in Juvenile Justice for UNICEF in Yemen. She is regularly invited as a

conference speaker to her peers on issues related to sentencing of juvenile

offenders.

2. Olivia Stroz-Breton, Socio-judicial counsellor, Team leader

Olivia Stroz-Breton graduated in Sexology from the Université du Québec à Montréal

(UQAM), followed by a certificate in criminology at the Université de Montréal. Since

2010 she has worked with adolescents and young adults, practicing humanistic

approaches such as harm reduction, motivational interviewing and the relational

approach. Introduced over 10 years ago to restorative justice through community

mediation, she currently holds the position of team leader and socio-judicial

counsellor for the General alternative measures program at Équijustice. As part of

her duties, she supervises and supports the team counsellors and accompanies

offenders and victims through reparation processes.
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